Whatever Happen To The Brotherly love, Honor, Respect, trust, Appreciation, Encouragement, Support and understanding That Black men once Displayed towards one another not long Ago?? Drive-By Shootings And Killings In The Black neighborhoods, so-called Black men And Black women selling Drugs to one another for their own personal Gain. So-called Black men physically abusing The Black woman at a alarming rate. Dead-Beat so-called Black father's Running away from their responsibilities. So-called Black Leaders using other Black people as a Political footBall for their own personal Gain. I Really would like to know...... Where are our: "Black Frederick Douglasses, marcus Garveys, Paul Roberson's, Harry T. moore's, Eliyah Muhammad's, medgar Evers, Malcolm X's malin-kings, Frederick Kirkpatrick's, Huey P. Newton's, Clarence BXR Smith's, Fred Hampton's, Khaled Muhammad's and Darwin Brown?? We'll Some body please answer this Question".

By: Brother: Demond
meago, corr. chat.
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